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Abstract: Diabetic wounds are one of the most challenging public health issues of the 21st century due to their inadequate vascular 
supply, bacterial infections, high levels of oxidative stress, and abnormalities in antioxidant defenses, whereas there is no effective 
treatment for diabetic wounds. Due to the distinct properties of nanoparticles, such as their small particle size, elevated cellular uptake, 
low cytotoxicity, antibacterial activity, good biocompatibility, and biodegradability. The application of nanoparticles has been widely 
used in the treatment of diabetic wound healing due to their superior anti-inflammatory, antibacterial, and antioxidant activities. These 
nanoparticles can also be loaded with various agents, such as organic molecules (eg, exosomes, small molecule compounds, etc.), 
inorganic molecules (metals, nonmetals, etc.), or complexed with various biomaterials, such as smart hydrogels (HG), chitosan (CS), 
and hyaluronic acid (HA), to augment their therapeutic potential in diabetic wounds. This paper reviews the therapeutic potential and 
future perspective of nanoparticles in the treatment of diabetic wounds. Together, nanoparticles represent a promising strategy in the 
treatment of diabetic wound healing. The future direction may be to develop novel nanoparticles with multiple effects that not only act 
in wound healing at all stages of diabetes but also provide a stable physiological environment throughout the wound-healing process. 
Keywords: nanoparticles, biomaterials, wound healing, diabetic wound, diabetic complications

Introduction
Diabetes mellitus is a metabolic disorder characterized by abnormal glucose metabolism and consists of two types, 
including type I diabetes mellitus, which is due to the destruction of the beta cells in the pancreas by the autoimmune 
system, and type II diabetes mellitus, which involves insulin resistance and subsequent pancreatic beta cell failure.1 

Elevated blood glucose levels, characterized by insulin resistance or reduced insulin secretion, cause a variety of 
complications, including diabetic nephropathy, neuropathy, cardiomyopathy, hearing loss, and skin ulcers. Currently, 
with the development of society and changes in people’s lifestyles, as time passes, the prevalence of diabetes is 
increasing worldwide, affecting approximately hundreds of million of people.2,3 One of the most troublesome complica-
tions for diabetic patients is diabetic wounds, which have emerged as one of the most prominent threats to human health 
worldwide. Diabetic wounds can develop into chronic intractable ulcers due to persistent infection caused by cellular 
dysfunction, microcirculatory disorders, high levels of oxidative stress and hypoxia, which are the main causes of 
amputation and disability.4 The traditional clinical treatments include controlling blood glucose, surgical debridement, 
skin transplantation, wound dressing, and hyperbaric oxygen therapy.5–7 Although these clinical treatments can better 
achieve symptom better control, they have a limited therapeutic effect on diabetic wound healing. Additionally, given the 
long duration of diabetic treatments, it is prone to secondary damage, which has a tremendous psychological and physical 
impact on the patients. Thus, there is an urgent need for modern treatments that are potentially effective, painless, and 
scar-free for diabetic wounds. The literature reports that nanoparticles have long been used as excellent biologically 
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active delivery systems for wound healing.8 Nanotechnology-based nanoparticles (NPs) have gained attention for their 
breakthrough potential in deciphering the biological environment and providing personalized therapeutic approaches for 
wound healing.9 They are not only small, steady in nature, and easily absorbed by cells but also have good biocompat-
ibility or targeting properties and effectively control drug delivery and release.10 These properties of NPs are the main 
driving force for the development of novel nanotechnology-based platforms that have a crucial impact on angiogenesis, 
collagen production and extracellular matrix (ECM) production, all of which are essential properties to promote wound 
healing. NPs and different NPs-based platforms can interact with the word healing process, affecting many cellular and 
molecular processes and aiding diabetic wound healing due to their intrinsic nanoscale characteristics.9 Therefore, they 
represent a promising strategy in the treatment of diabetic wound healing due to their potential to improve the stability 
and bioavailability of various bioactive substances.11

Over the past decade, nanoparticles have attracted considerable attention in diabetic wound therapy due to their 
unique advantages, and several research groups have reported encouraging preclinical results. Many reviews have 
discussed the potential and significance of a single or several kinds of nanoparticles (eg, polymeric nanoparticles, silver 
nanoparticles),12–16 and future prospects for gene therapy and nanotechnology to extend the bioavailability of drugs for 
diabetic wound healing were also studied.7 However, to the best of our knowledge, none of them has given us 
a comprehensive summary of nanoparticles. Based on the literature, we summarized the recent research progress of 
nanoparticles in diabetic wound treatment (Tables 1 and 2).

Table 1 To Summarize the Classifications of Organic Nanoparticles in Diabetic Wound Healing

Classifications Nanoparticles Functions References

Protein-loaded NPs  

(GFs/Insulin)

EGF NPs; Release GFs and promote angiogenesis [10]

NaCMCh-rhEGF; [24]
PLGA-rhEGF NPs; [25]

PLGA-VEGF NPs; [26]

Col-HA-GN nanofibers; [27]
AlgSulf/PCL NPs; [28]

SDF-1-ELPs; [29]

Insulin NP- PVA HG; Lower blood sugar and improving the effectiveness of 
treatment

[30]
Insulin-CS NP; [32]

Exosomes FEP@exos; MC-CS-exos Release exosomes and promote endothelial cell proliferation, 

migration and angiogenesis

[33,37]

Nucleic acid-loaded 

NPs

Plasmids-PLGA nanospheres Transfect the proliferating active cells [38]

Plasmids-PAM-RG4 [39]

BC-HCP Deliver siMMP-9 [22]
TPN@H Regulation of PI3K/AKT/mTOR signaling pathway [40]

BNH Activate Sirt1 and promote angiogenesis [42]

GM3S-SNA Reduce MMP-9 expression [43]
β-CD-(D3)7 Deliver MMP-9-siRNA [44]

LPP NPs Deliver siRNA [45]

EMNVs Deliver lncRNA-H19 [46]
Nitric oxide-containing 

NPs

GSNO-MPs Release NO and reduce wound bacterial burden [48]

Small molecule 
compounds-loaded 

NPs

Cur-CS-NPs Reduce inflammatory response [50,51]
Cur-NP/HG [52]

CNPs@GMs/HG [53]
SM-PLGA NPs nanosuspensions [54]

GFs/QCN/oxygen-NE Speed up re-epithelialization and granulation tissue formation [56]

AS-TP@KCNE Accelerate wound closure [57]

(Continued)
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Table 1 (Continued). 

Classifications Nanoparticles Functions References

CS lecithin-melatonin NP Scavenge ROS [58]

SLN-ARTA Increase collagen deposition [59]
TMC NP/CS Control of wound infection [60]

FA NPs Antioxidation [61]

Pineapple essential oil NPs Promote antimicrobial activity [62]
Deferrioxamine NPs Delivery of NT and reduction of inflammatory [63]

Protamine NPs/HAO-CaAlg HG Reduce bacterial-induced chronic inflammation at the wound 

site

[66]

EV NPs Increase collagen accumulation, promote angiogenesis and 

reduce the infiltration of inflammatory cells

[67]

Edaravone nanocomposite HG Scavenge excessive ROS [68]
Diosmin-SA wafers Protect blood vessels [69]

HA-pep-PAMAM Exert anti-inflammatory effects [70]

TS-combination ointment Reduce redness and swelling [71]
AGNs Promote the production of GFs and cytokines [72]

NT-PLGA/CNCs nanofibers 

membranes

Delivery of NT and reduction of inflammatory cytokine 

expression

[73]

Table 2 To Summarize the Classifications of Inorganic Nanoparticles in Diabetic Wound Healing

Classifications Nanoparticles Functions References

Silver nanoparticles 
(AgNPs)

EPL-g-butyl@AgNPs; Improve the antibacterial mechanism [75]
FKDP-AgNPs; Accelerate wound closure [76]

IAgNPs; Regulate the balance between pro-inflammatory and anti-inflammatory 

cytokines

[77]

CS/Ca-AlgNps/AgNP 

HG;

Speed up hemostasis, solve angiogenesis and bacterial infections [79]

CS-PEG/AgNPs HG; Improve antimicrobial and antioxidant properties [80]
Antifouling-HG/Ag+; Show the antibacterial activity [81]

SNPECHG; Release Ag+ and promote cell proliferation [82]

VAN-AgNCs/NIM- 
micelle;

Exert anti-inflammatory and antibacterial properties [19]

PBM-AgNPs; Achieve progressive migration and wound closure [85]

Bio-AgNPs; Reduce the expression of MMP-2/MMP-9 [86]
HA/AgNPs; Improve granulation and inflammatory mediators [87]

CS–HA/nAg sponge; Show potent antimicrobial property [88]
CNCs-AgNPs; Reduce proinflammatory cytokine levels [90,91]

Gold nanoparticles 

(AuNPs)

AuNPs; Exhibit the free radical scavenging activity [92]

AuNPs@LL37; Promote angiogenesis and inhibited bacterial infection in diabetic wounds [93]
AuEA; To improve the expression of RAGE [94]

11-MTA/VEGF-AuNPs; Promote angiogenesis [95]

Copper nanoparticles 
(CuNPs)

Cu-MOF NPs; Release Cu2+ and reduce toxicity [96]
Cu2S NPs; Stimulate endothelial cell proliferation and angiogenesis [98]

PABC HG; Activate HIF-1α/VEGF signaling pathway and collagen matrix deposition in 

full-thickness diabetic wounds

[99]

(Continued)
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Wound Healing Process
The Normal Wound-Healing Process
During wound healing, the recovery of the physiological process is highly complicated and dynamic, consisting of four 
stages: the hemostasis phase, the inflammatory phase, the proliferative phase and the remodeling phase. The hemostasis 
phase (0 hours after injury) occurs when vascular constriction and thrombin are activated to promote platelet aggregation, 
which leads to the formation of thrombi and the release of some proinflammatory mediators, such as cytokines, 
proceeding to the next phase. The inflammatory phase (1–3 days) occurs when mast cells release 5-hydroxytryptamine 
and histamine, increasing vascular permeability at the wound site, which promotes the migration of neutrophils, 
monocytes and chemokines to the injury area and produces an inflammatory response.17 The proliferative phase (4–21 
days) involves the migration of lymphocytes and macrophages to the wound to facilitate infection control and the 
degradation of cellular fragments, which release certain cytokines and GFs that promote cell proliferation.18 The 
remodeling period (21 days or more) occurs when new epithelial tissue forms at the injured location. New blood vessels 
are also generated, fibroblasts are converted into muscle fibroblasts in great numbers, and the wound contracts. This 
remodeling leads to the formation of a scar.16,19,20

The Diabetic Wound-Healing Process
Under normal physiological circumstances, the injured organism is expected to comply with the normal wound 
processing. Nevertheless, when recovery is constantly stimulated or affected by abnormal factors, a chronic wound 
(eg, diabetic wound) develops. There are several reasons for which diabetic wounds develop into chronic wounds that are 
difficult to heal.

First, hypoxia is the main cause of diabetic wound damage. It is becoming clearer and clearer how important oxygen 
is to wound healing, as it promotes fibroblast proliferation, enhances immune function, and stimulates angiogenesis.16 

However, diabetic patients not only have an insufficient oxygen supply but also consume more oxygen in the wound 
areas.21 Hypoxia enhances the inflammatory response, thereby prolonging effective wound healing by increasing oxygen- 
free radical levels.

Second, diabetic wounds are characterized by decreased local angiogenesis and a diminished blood supply due to 
disturbed pathological mechanisms, persistent infections, and imbalanced angiogenic factors (eg, transforming growth 
factor-α (TGF-α), TGF-β, fibroblast growth factor-2 (FGF-2), vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF), epidermal 
growth factor (EGF), hypoxia-inducible factor (HIF-1α) and vascular inhibitory factors (eg, platelet-activating protein, 

Table 2 (Continued). 

Classifications Nanoparticles Functions References

Ceria nanoparticles 

(CeNPs)

Ce-BG GelMA HG; Exhibit excellent antibacterial properties [100]

CNPs GelMA HG; Scavenge free radical and anti-inflammatory [103]
nCeO2 PHBV membrane; Promote cell proliferation [104]

CNPs-miR146a; Targeted ROS to control inflammation [102]

CNPs-miR146a nanosilk 
solutions;

Reduce the inflammatory response [106]

CNPs-miR146a 

zwitterionic cryogel;

Scavenge free radicals [107]

Rubidium nanoparticles 

(Rb NPs)

Rb/CA-HG Kill bacteria [108]

SiO2 NPs KSiNPs Inhibit M1 macrophage-mediated chronic inflammation [111]
MSNs-DMOG/PLLA Release Si+ and DMOG, promote angiogenesis [110]

FnAb-loaded pSiNPs Promote proliferation and migration of keratin-forming cells [109]

Pt/TiO2–SiO2 

nanopowders
Improve biocatalytic performance [113]
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endothelial inhibitor, vasopressor). As a result, there may be a link between prolonged wound inflammation and delayed 
wound healing.16,20 In addition, diabetic patients develop macroangiopathy, which leads to reduced blood flow. At the 
microvascular level, because of abnormal capillary regulation and reduced levels of nitric oxide synthase (NOS), the 
production of NO decreases, and the diastolic function of the vasculature is impaired, which leads to microvascular 
malfunction.2

Third, in contrast to the normal healing process, diabetic wounds go directly to a chronic inflammatory phase. If 
inflammation is not controlled and inflammatory cells persist in the wound site, it may lead to chronic inflammation, 
which is characterized by the excessive accumulation of M1 macrophages, significantly reduced differentiation of 
fibroblasts into myofibroblasts, inhibition of the expression of TGF-β type II receptor, and decreased collagen synthesis, 
thus hindering the reshaping phase of the skin.20

Fourth, matrix metalloproteinases (MMPs) are responsible for degrading collagen and regulating the migration of 
keratinocytes. However, excessive glucose levels lead to the excessive expression of MMPs, slowing down the healing of 
diabetic wounds by the excessive degradation of extracellular matrix, growth factors, growth factor receptors, integrins, 
and their receptors and increasing the local inflammatory response to the wound.22

In summary, diabetic wounds are more challenging to heal than normal wounds. Unlike normal wounds, diabetic 
wounds are characterized by hypoxia, impaired angiogenesis, chronic inflammation, and excessive expression of matrix 
metalloproteinases (MMPs), leading to delayed diabetic wounds healing (Figure 1). In clinical practice, we generally use 
symptomatic treatments, such as infection control, anti-inflammation, surgical debridement, and the use of GFs, but the 
effectiveness of these treatments is limited. Thus, the utilization of nanoparticles to address this difficult health problem 
is important.

Application of Nanoparticles to Treat Diabetic Wounds
Considering that organic nanoparticles have abundant functional group structures that can better bind to drugs and GFs 
and the ions brought by metal nanoparticles have good antibacterial properties, they show great potential in the treatment 
of diabetic wounds.23 With the advancement of society and technology, researchers have discovered nanoparticles with 
numerous biological properties that can be applied to diabetic wound therapy to remedy some of the drawbacks of 
clinical treatment. This review summarizes the recent applications of organic nanoparticles (eg, polymeric nanoparticles, 

Figure 1 The healing process of diabetic wounds and normal wounds. Unlike normal wounds, diabetic wounds are characterized by hypoxia, impaired angiogenesis, chronic 
inflammation, and excessive expression of matrix metalloproteinases (MMPs), leading to the delayed healing of diabetic wounds.
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exosomes, etc.) and inorganic nanoparticles (metal, non metal nanoparticles, etc.) in the treatment of diabetic wound 
healing, as shown in Figure 2.

Organic Nanoparticles in Diabetic Wound Healing
Protein-Loaded Nanoparticles
Protein-loaded nanoparticles can release various growth factors and also act as carriers to improve their stability in the 
wound area and control their release.8 Diabetic wounds lack EGF and its receptor, resulting in less matrix deposition, 
poor tissue repair function, and difficult wound healing. Although EGF has been widely used in the treatment of diabetic 
wounds, it has a short half-life.10 Qi et al successfully prepared a stable EGF nanoparticle via a polylactic acid/glycolic 
acid copolymer using composite emulsion that had no toxic effect on cells, and it not only preserved the biological 
activity of EGF but also promoted fibroblast proliferation.10 Hajimiri et al developed a sodium carboxymethyl chitosan 
recombinant human epidermal growth factor coupling (NaCMCh-rhEGF) as a delivery system for EGFs that protected 
rhEGF from hydrolysis.24 Likewise, to protect EGF, Chu et al prepared rhEGF nanoparticles using poly (lactic-co- 
glycolic acid) (PLGA) as a carrier by a modified compound emulsion method. The release of rhEGF lasted for 24 hours, 
and its biological activity did not change.25

In addition to EGF delivery, nanoparticles are also effective in delivering VEGF. There are serious limitations in the 
delivery of VEGF by local injection. Therefore, the development of new effective and biologically active drug delivery 
systems is inevitable Capitalizing on the fact that PLGA provides lactic acid which promotes the function of promoting 
angiogenesis, activating precollagen factors and improving the recruitment of endothelial cells to wounds, Chereddy et al 
encapsulated VEGF in PLGA nanoparticles (PLGA-VEGF NPs). Compared to the controls, placing the PLGA-VEGF 
NPs on the active healing of nondiabetic and diabetic wounds not only enhanced the proliferation and migration of 
keratin-forming cells but also upregulated VEGFR2 expression at the mRNA level.26

Nanoparticles can synergistically deliver multiple growth factors in addition to the pure delivery of EGF and VEGF. 
Given this, research has focused on strategies for the effective delivery of multiple vascular factors based on nanofibers/ 
polymers to achieve regeneration of the whole skin layer by promoting angiogenesis. For example, to design collagen 
(Col), hyaluronic acid (HA), and gelatin nanoparticle (GN) (Col-HA-GN) nanofiber films, Lai et al developed Col and 
HA nanofibers stacked on top of each other with multiple angiogenic growth factors (VEGF, bFGF, and EGF) 

Figure 2 Schematic illustration of the categories and therapeutic mechanism of biomaterials used on diabetic wounds. Biomaterials are loaded with organic molecules 
(including protein-loaded, exosomes, and small molecule compounds, etc.) and inorganic molecules (including AgNPs, CeNPs, SiO2NPs, etc.) to promote diabetic wound 
healing.
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encapsulated in the nanofibers and embedded them in gelatin nanoparticles (GNs) using electrostatic spinning technol-
ogy. Col-HA-GN nanofiber films are mechanically comparable to those in naturally occurring human skin and allow for 
the release of growth factors (GFs) for up to 1 month.27 To improve the utilization of growth factors, Maatouk et al 
synthesized a bisemulsion of sulfated alginate/polycaprolactone (AlgSulf/PCL) NPs that are capable of delivering 
heparin (HN) and demonstrated that PCL and AlgSulf effectively deliver CTGF and IGF-I, a family of GFs, and prevent 
them from being degraded. Both proteins are HN conjugating proteins and show a high affinity for sulfated 
glycosaminoglycans.28 As a consequence, the use of GF therapy is essential to overcome the difficulties of vascular 
damage in diabetic wounds.

There is also local stromal cell-derived growth factor-1 (SDF-1), which contributes to faster wound revascularization 
and promotes re-epithelialization in diabetic mice, but its susceptibility to degradation limits its clinical applications. 
Elastin-like peptides (ELPs) are nonimmunogenic, nonpyrogenic, and biocompatible proprotein derivatives. Yeboah et al 
formed a recombinant fusion protein composed of SDF-1 and ELPs that conferred the ability to self-assemble into 
nanoparticles and showed a good ability to improve wound healing.29 Obviously, GFs have the advantages of promoting 
angiogenesis and cell proliferation, and the therapeutic regimen of promoting diabetic wound healing with GFs therapy is 
feasible. However, due to the local defects of GFs themselves, such as short half-life and degradability, their efficacy is 
limited. Thus, we developed a variety of nanoparticles to deliver various GFs, not only protecting GFs from degradation 
but also maximizing the benefits of GFs.

In addition to GF-like protein nanoparticles, there is also an insulin-like protein nanoparticle. Insulin has a good 
hypoglycemic effect, and its mode of delivery in the wound bed has not been well investigated. Since topically applied 
insulin is prone to degradation, Abdelkader et al encapsulated insulin in a nanoparticle carrier using a compound emulsion 
method, which was then loaded into a novel poly (vinyl alcohol) (PVA)-borate hydrogel. Group members evaluated the 
therapeutic efficacy of the drug delivery system.30 Insulin promotes tissue repair through the stimulation of keratin-forming 
cell migration via the PI3-K/AKT-Rac1 (phosphatidylinositol-3 kinase and protein kinase B-Ras-related C3 botulinum toxin 
substrate 1) signaling pathway.31 A local injection is mostly used for clinical administration, but its effect is always limited. 
Ribeiro et al prepared an insulin-CS nanoparticle that promoted increased expression levels of signaling molecules related to 
wound healing, such as VEGF and protein kinase B (called Akt), which stimulate angiogenesis and cell differentiation.32 

Regardless of the type of protein-loaded nanoparticles, these nanoparticles can act as suitable carriers and take advantage of 
their controlled and slow release to prolong the action of protein-based substances.

Exosomes
Mesenchymal stem cells (MSCs) from bone marrow have been shown to produce higher levels of collagen, FGF, and 
VEGF than fibroblasts and induce angiogenesis at a faster rate than fibroblasts.7 MSCs-derived exosomes, as important 
bioactive molecules, offer significant advantages.34 For wound healing, since serum half-lives in vivo are relatively short, 
it is important to build a biocompatible scaffold that can sustain exosome functionality and sustained release. Wang et al 
prepared a polysaccharide-based fluorinated ethylene propylene (FEP) scaffold dressing with thermosensitive, injectable, 
self-healing, adhesive, antimicrobial, hemostatic, and UV-shielded properties using the good biocompatibility conferred 
by the amino group of polyethyleneimine (PEI) and the aldehyde group of aldehyde pullulan (APu) grafted to Pluronic 
F127 (F127) via a reversible Schiff base reaction, and this FEP scaffold exhibited good tissue adhesion through hydrogen 
bonding and the Schiff base reaction with tissue. The reversible Schiff base bonds (PEI and APu) provided self-healing 
and injectability of the scaffold. The electrostatic interaction between adipose mesenchymal stem cell (ADSC)-derived 
exosomes and F127-PEI contributes to the loading of exosomes into the FEP scaffold dressing (FEP@exos) and their 
release with a pH response. FEP@exos continuously release exosomes and maintains the biological activity of exosomes, 
which significantly accelerate the proliferation, migration, and tube formation abilities of endothelial cells in vitro and 
promote angiogenesis and diabetic wound healing.33 (Figure 3).

Compared to cell-based therapies, exosomes exhibit the advantages of easier endocytosis and a higher loading 
efficiency as a result of their unique structure. In the healing process, exosomes not only transfer their loading content 
to recipient cells and promote fibroblast proliferation and migration but also regulate the expression of type I and III 
collagen and fibronectin.35,36 Materials such as methylcellulose (MC) and chitosan (CS) and their complimentary 
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derivatives of natural polysaccharides are considered optimal for use as a dressing. Wang et al engineered 
a methylcellulose-chitosan hydrogel loaded with exosomes (MC-CS-exos) as an efficient injectable self-healing candi-
date by linking the dynamic covalent Schiff bases between the aldehyde of MC and grafted poly (ethylene glycol) of CS. 
As a result of the synergistic actions of MC-CS-exos, intact structural and functional recovery was observed in mice with 
diabetes.37 We note that exosomes as delivery carriers are not only cell-derived and high yielding but also have excellent 
bioactivity and biocompatibility. Thus, they should have great potential in obtaining successful healing of diabetic and 
other vascular compromised wounds.

Nucleic Acid-Loaded Nanoparticles
Cytokines and GFs are critical for chronic and nonhealing diabetic wounds, and several plasmids expressing related 
genes also have a beneficial effect on wound healing. A plasmid expressing both VEGF-A and platelet-derived growth 
factor-B (PDGF-B) was compounded with PLGA nanospheres. Transfected VEGF-A and PDGF-B upregulated gene 
expression in DFU wounds and promoted wound healing.38 In addition, Kwon et al combined microcyclic plasmid DNA 
encoding VEGF with the arginine-tagged PAM-RG4 that is designed to improve nonviral vector delivery and toxicity by 
improving its surface cationic properties and injected the resulting complex under skin wounds in diabetic mice, which 
effectively transfected the proliferating active cells in the wound tissue and synergistically regulated the duration and 
therapeutic range of VEGF. Moreover, there was a strong promotion of angiogenesis and diabetic wound healing.39

To suppress the abnormal expression of MMP-9 at the wound site, BC-HCP/siMMP-9 formed a wound dressing that 
was synthesized by encapsulating siMMP with a bacterial cellulose hyperbranched cationic polysaccharide (BC-HCP), 
which released siMMP-9 to effectively reduce the gene and protein expression of MMP-9 in diabetic rat wounds. 
Bacterial cellulose (BC) is the primary material used to cover HCP/siMMP9 because it is an ideal wound dressing 

Figure 3 Schematic illustration showing the synthesis of F127-PEI, APu, multifunctional FEP scaffold dressing, nanoscale exosome-loaded FEP scaffold dressing and the 
potential application in diabetic wound healing and skin reconstruction.34 

Notes: Reproduced from Wang M, Wang C, Chen M, et al. Efficient angiogenesis-based diabetic wound healing/skin reconstruction through bioactive antibacterial adhesive 
ultraviolet shielding nanodressing with exosome release. ACS Nano. 2019;13(9):10279–10293. Copyright © 2019, American Chemical Society.34
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providing a barrier to control infection, controlling fluid loss, and reducing pain in the body, in addition to maintaining 
a moist environment at the wound site and absorbing inflammatory exudate.22

Some nanoparticles regulate wound healing by modulating signaling pathways and related genes. The phosphatidyli-
nositol 3-hydroxyl kinase/protein kinase B/rapamycin mammalian target protein (PI3K/AKT/mTOR) pathway is a critically 
valuable intracellular signaling pathway associated with cell growth and proliferation. Chen et al synthesized novel tea 
polyphenol nanomicrospheres (TPN) and encapsulated them in PV a/alginate hydrogel (TPN@H), which modified the 
above signaling pathway to promote wound healing in rats with diabetes.40 Silent information regulator 1 (Sirt1), which is 
associated with cellular senescence, resistance to oxidative stress, and inflammation inhibition, is a nicotinamide adenine 
dinucleotide (NAD+)-dependent type III histone deacetylase.41 By enhancing wound healing in diabetic rats, Zhang et al 
prepared a novel flavopiridol nanocolloidal hydrogel (BNH) that, through the activation of Sirt1, increased the expression of 
F-VEGF, CD31, and SMA while inhibiting the expression of NF-κB, TNF-α and IL-6.42 Ganglioside monosialic acid 3 
synthase (GM3S) is a key mediator of insulin resistance, as it is an overexpressed target in diabetic mice that may impede 
wound healing. Spherical nucleic acids (SNAs) are an up-and-coming group of gene-regulating bodies, and Randeria et al 
developed an SNA-based GM3S (GM3S-SNA), by which granulation tissue formation, vascular proliferation, and 
phosphorylation of IGF1 and EGF receptors were observed in treated sites.43 Some other nanoparticles can also act as 
carriers that deliver genes. For example, β-CD-(D3)7 is a novel cationic stellate polymer with good biocompatibility and 
a strong complexation ability that can be used as an effective carrier of MMP-9-siRNA to reduce the expression of MMP-9 
in diabetic rat skin fibroblasts and promote wound healing.44 Moreover, Rabbani et al optimized an LPP nanoparticle 
composed of DNC cationic liposomes and CSP proteins as a suitable system for the effective delivery of siRNA into cells, 
successfully delivering siRNA targeting Keap1 (a central regulator in the redox response).45 Moreover, Tao et al studied 
extracellular mimic nanovesicles (EMNVs) as an efficient lncRNA nanodelivery system to promote wound healing. Among 
patients with diabetes, lncRNA-H19 expression is significantly decreased, inhibiting the insulin-phosphatidylinositol 
3-kinase (PI3K)-Akt pathway, which leads to angiogenesis obstruction.46

Nitric Oxide-Containing Nanoparticles
NO has important biological functions as a potent biofilm-resistant, antibacterial, and wound-healing agent. It dilates 
blood vessels, acts as a signaling molecule, regulates the intracellular secondary messenger cycle GMP, and kills MRSA, 
the active component of biofilms, by attacking bacterial DNA, interfering with protein synthesis, and disrupting bacterial 
cell walls.47 Due to the short half-life and limited spreading distance of NO, it is necessary to supply NO to the wound 
site. Therefore, Hasan et al designed S-nitrosoglutathione (GSNO, an endogenous NO donor) loaded with PLGA 
particles (GSNO-MPs) by solvent evaporation of a water-in-oil emulsion and released NO for a longer period of time. 
In addition, GSNO-MPs significantly reduced the viability of MRSA and effectively enhanced wound healing.48

Small Molecule Compound-Loaded Nanoparticles
Studies reveal that curcumin (Cur) is a natural hydrophobic polyphenol with important anti-inflammatory, antioxidant, 
antibacterial, and antitumor effects.49 However, its application is hindered by its low bioavailability and poor stability.50 

To suppress macrophage-mediated inflammation, Li et al and Karri et al both prepared CS nanoparticles equipped with 
Cur (Cur-CS-NPs), which improved the stability and solubility of Cur.50,51 The results showed that the physical 
properties of Cur-CS-NPs as a treatment in a diabetic model were superior to those of the control group to the extent 
that the model group ensured the release of sustained Cur and its uptake into cells. Finally, Cur-CS-NPs were effective 
not only in reducing macrophage-mediated inflammation in vivo and in vitro but also in promoting angiogenesis.51 To 
better exploit the efficacy of Cur, Kamar et al loaded Cur onto hydrogels to obtain a Cur nanoparticle/hydrogel (Cur-NP 
/HG). The Cur-NP/HG composite improved the diabetic skin wound healing rate, granulation tissue formation, collagen 
deposition, VEGF production, and AQP3 expression compared to conventional Cur/HG.52 Furthermore, Liu et al first 
self-assembled Cur into nanoparticles (CNPs) by using a precipitation method that improved the solubility and stability 
of curcumin. Afterward, CNPs were wrapped in gelatin microspheres (GMs) (CNPs@GMs), which stimulate the 
production of MMP-9 overexpressed in diabetic trauma as a carrier and release the therapeutic drug Cur into the 
wound bed. Finally, CNPs@GMs mixed with a thermoresponsive hydrogel (CNPs@GMs/HG) applied to the skin injury 
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of diabetic patients are expected to be a wound dressing with antioxidant and cell migration-promoting functions. This 
thermoresponsive hydrogel is capable of transitioning from a solution to a gel state at different temperatures, ultimately 
inducing drug release at the wound surface.53 (Figure 4). Sesamol (SM) is a phenolic compound that possesses powerful 
antioxidant, anti-inflammatory, and anti-hyperglycemic properties, and it accelerates wound healing by increasing ECM 
deposition and downregulating the expression of inflammatory mediators. To address the issue of SM bioavailability, 
Gourishetti et al used PLGA nanoparticles to encapsulate SM and prepared SM-PLGA NPs.54 In summary, both Cur and 
SM, as natural organic phenolic compounds, have been maximized by processing and assembling them into nanoparticles 
or selecting suitable carriers for delivery due to their poor therapeutic efficacy when applied alone. This is significantly 
observed in the treatment of diabetic wounds.

In addition to natural phenolic compounds, there are also some natural compound products that are obtained by 
hydrolysis or other chemical processes. The hypoxic and inflammatory environment in persistent trauma induces 
increased ROS production and the destruction of ECM proteins, which in turn leads to cellular damage and triggers 
proteases and inflammatory cytokines.55 Exploiting the ability of quercetin (QCN) to scavenge oxygen free radicals and 
inhibit lipid peroxidation, which is poorly permeable and does not penetrate easily into the skin when applied alone, Jee 
et al investigated a new complex of highly permeable GFs, including epidermal growth factor (EGF), insulin-like growth 
factor-I (IGF-I), platelet-derived growth factor-A (PDGF-A), and basic fibroblast growth factor (bFGF), forming low- 
molecular-weight fisetin (LMWP) (LMWP-GFs) and prepared a quercetin (QCN) and oxygen-carrying 1-bromofluor-
ooctane (PFOB) nanoemulsion (QCN-NE and oxygen-carrying PFOBE) to improve the local transport of QCN and 
oxygen.56 (Figure 5). Additionally, Shanmugapriya et al combined astaxanthin and α-tocopherol (TP), which improved 
the chemical stability with a κ-carrageenan NE, to prepare nanomicrospheres (AS-TP@KCNE) with high- and low- 
energy emulsification methods. These resulted in ROS reduction and an improved immune response.57 Melatonin is an 
indoleamine with a reactive oxygen species (ROS)-scavenging effect. However, due to its nature, it is easily oxidized and 
poorly water-soluble. Correa et al designed a CS-lecithin nanoparticle to encapsulate melatonin and prevent its 
degradation.58 All-trans retinoic acid (ATRA) is reported to stimulate fibroblast proliferation and reduce MMP expres-
sion, which has generated interest in its use to promote skin wound healing. However, it has limitations due to its poor 
water solubility when used alone in skin wounds. Therefore, Arantes et al designed a solid lipid nanoparticle (SLN) 

Figure 4 Schematic representations of the CNPs@GMs/hydrogel preparation and the process of drug release at the wound bed in diabetic mice. (A) Preparation of pure CNPs 
via a solution exchange method. (B) CNPs loaded into GMs by an emulsion process to obtain CNPs@GMs. (C) The CNPs@GMs mixed with thermosensitive hydrogel and 
covered the wound in diabetic mice. (D) Under the microenvironment of a nonhealing wound, GMs were degraded by MMPs and specifically released the drug.53 

Notes: Reproduced from Liu J, Chen Z, Wang J, et al. Encapsulation of curcumin nanoparticles with MMP9-responsive and thermos-sensitive hydrogel improves diabetic 
wound healing. ACS Appl Mater Interfaces. 2018;10(19):16315–16326. Copyright © 2018, American Chemical Society.53
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wrapped in a CS membrane loaded with ATRA (SLN-ARTA) to modulate the release of ATRA. SLN has general 
biomaterial activity, and CS membrane SLN-ATRA increases collagen deposition in diabetic wounds.59 To control 
chronic wound infection, Xia et al successfully prepared a novel quaternary ammonium chitosan nanoparticle (TMC NP/ 
CS) composite sponge, which possessed an asymmetric surface with a hydrophobic outer surface and a hydrophilic inner 
surface. The former repelled water as well as some contaminants, and the latter provided a good water absorption ability 
to maintain a comfortable, humid environment.60

Moreover, some are extracted from plants. For example, ferulic acid (FA) has been previously reported to have dual 
properties, ie, antidiabetic and antioxidant properties. FA NPs were prepared by the nanoprecipitation method, and their 
hypoglycemic and wound-healing effects were assessed.61 Moreover, homalomena pineapple essential oil demonstrates 
good bactericidal activity against traumatic diabetic pathogens. However, it shows an unsustainable antibacterial effect. 
Thus, Rozman et al used CS as an encapsulating material to maintain its antimicrobial activity.62

In addition to these nanoparticles, synthetic compound nanoparticles are also used. Under hypoxia-inducible factor-1α 
(HIF-1α) induction, VEGF, SDF-1, and heme oxygenase-1 (HO-1) are synthesized more rapidly. Diabetic wounds have 
reduced expression of VEGF and SDF-1α due to significantly lower levels of HIF-1α, and in addition, the hyperglycemic 
environment at the wound site produces more ROS, modifying the HIF-1α coactivator p300, resulting in reduced HIF- 
1α-mediated trans-activation of target genes, both of which contribute to the difficulty of wound healing in diabetic 
patients. By competitively contradicting proline hydroxylase (PHD) and iron chelation from the wound area, desferriox-
amine prevents the hydroxylation of HIF-1α and its subsequent proteasomal degradation, which subsequently increases 
angiogenesis, reduces inflammation, and promotes wound maturation. (Figure 6). Qayoom et al prepared and character-
ized lecithin-based desferrioxamine NPs and found that desferrioxamine NPs, when applied topically to diabetic wounds, 
resulted in faster wound healing than desferrioxamine alone.63

Diabetic ulcer wounds are associated with an alkaline pH, accelerating bacterial infection and causing varying degrees of 
cell degeneration and necrosis.64,65 The combined addition of hyaluronic acid oligosaccharide (HAO) and VEGF was shown 
to be effective, and the Ca-alginate (CaAlg) hydrogel as a pH-sensitive dressing disrupted the basic injured solution in diabetic 

Figure 5 Schematic illustration of LMWP-GFs, QCN-NE, OXY-PFOB-NE, and a hydrogel comprising LMWP-GFs, QCN-NE, and OXY-PFOB-NE. Dove Medical Press Ltd.56 

Notes:Reproduced from Jee JP, Pangeni R, Jha SK, Byun Y, Park JW. Preparation and in vivo evaluation of a topical hydrogel system incorporating highly skin-permeable growth 
factors, quercetin, and oxygen carriers for enhanced diabetic wound-healing therapy. Int J Nanomedicine. 2019;14:5449–5475. Copyright © 2019 Dove Medical Press Ltd.56
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ulcers, thereby triggering drug release. A pH-responsive CaAlg hydrogel containing protamine NPs and HAO (protamine 
NPs/HAO CaAlg hydrogel) exhibits a significant strong bactericidal effect against both Gram-positive and Gram-negative 
bacteria.66 To promote collagen accumulation, angiogenesis, and complete re-epithelialization, many researchers have made 
substantial contributions. For instance, Sun et al prepared epigallocatechin gallate, ascorbic acid, gelatin and chitosan 
nanoparticles (EV NPs) by an ionic cross-linking method to accelerate wound healing.67

Moreover, there are some more small molecule nanoparticles with pharmacological effects. For example, the drug 
edaravone possesses strong wound-healing properties by scavenging free radicals, but its partial application is limited 
because of its poor stability and low solubility. To scavenge excessive ROS from the wound site, Fan et al 
investigated the incorporation of edaravone into a nanocomposite hydrogel (HG) based on alginate and positively 
charged Eudragit nanoparticles.68 In addition, flavonoids, such as diosmin, are used in the clinic to enhance venous 
tone and protect blood vessels. In addition to their potential metal chelating and free radical scavenging effects, they 
have strong anti-inflammatory, antioxidant, anti-ulcer, anti-cancer, anti-atherosclerotic, hepatoprotective, and neuro-
protective effects. To date, no topical use of diosmin nanocrystals in diabetic wounds or their placement in sodium 
alginate (SA) wound dressings have been reported. For this reason, Atia et al made an innovative attempt to load 
diosmin nanocrystals into SA wafers with gelatin.69 Astragaloside (ASI) is involved in various signaling pathways 
and has pharmacological effects, such as anti-inflammatory, immunomodulatory, and antifibrotic effects. To tackle the 
series of side effects caused by abnormal MMP expression, Zhang et al linked the dendrimer polyamidoamine 
(PAMAM) to the polysaccharide HA via the substrate peptide of MMP-2 to obtain the nanocarrier HA-pep-PAMAM 
in response to MMP-2, in which insoluble ASI was encapsulated. The biodegradable polysaccharide HA has 
a moisturizing and lubricating effect on wounds and protects against the release of drugs.70 Several reports show 
that solid tranilast (TS, a kind of o-aminobenzoic acid) prevents or improves proliferative scarring by carrageenan- 
induced granulation tissue in rats. Nagai et al designed a combination ointment containing TS nanoparticles and 
dissolved silk sericin (TS-combination ointment) as a wound healing agent. The combination of tranilast and silk 
sericin not only improved the skin healing rate but also reduced redness and swelling.71 Some of these small- 

Figure 6 Development of a transdermal drug delivery system for DFO and its regulation in the HIF-1a signaling pathway.
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molecule nanoparticles are used in clinical applications where their pharmacological effects are confirmed and can 
also use their pharmacological advantages to fulfill their therapeutic potential in diabetic wounds.

Finally, there are small molecule NPs that increase the expression of GFs and cytokines that promote healing. For 
example, Kaymakcalan et al investigated α-gal nanoparticles (AGNs) that led to keratinocyte migration, granulation 
tissue deposition, and increased endothelial cell density and ultimately promoted diabetic wound healing.72 Recently, 
neurohypocretin (NT), an inflammatory regulator in wound healing, was shown to promote diabetic wound healing by 
downregulating proinflammatory factors and increasing EGF expression. PLGA/cellulose nanocrystal (CNC) (PLGA/ 
CNC) nanofiber membranes are novel materials that have not been previously used as an NT carrier for diabetic 
wounds. Zheng et al prepared NT-loaded nanofiber membranes by combining PLGA/CNC nanofibers with NT. 
Compared to other controls, the NT-loaded PLGA/CNC composite nanofibrous membranes healed faster due to 
their ability to reduce the expression of the inflammatory cytokines IL-1b and IL-6, and they also effectively boosted 
collagen deposition and re-epithelialization in diabetic wounds.73

In summary, regardless of the class of organic nanoparticles, research has been conducted to target the mechanisms of 
diabetic trauma refractory to healing, with single and combined actions to address a particular type of problem, such as 
impaired angiogenesis, hypoxia, and infection. Moreover, suitable delivery vehicles have been investigated to deliver 
some potent but limited substances to achieve better release rates. The advantages of inorganic nanoparticles for diabetic 
wound healing are also analyzed in the following sections. (Table 1).

Inorganic Nanoparticles in Diabetic Wound Healing
Silver Nanoparticles
It is well known that silver nanoparticles (AgNPs), as metallic nanoparticles, have powerful antibacterial effects due to 
their physical and biological characteristics. Li et al explored the antibacterial mechanism of AgNPs and found that 
AgNPs disrupt the intracellular membrane of bacterial cells by anchoring, leading to the flow of substances inside and 
outside the membrane. Furthermore, AgNPs interfere with important intracellular life activities, such as blocking the 
respiratory chain, attacking DNA replication, interfering with cell division, and expediting protein denaturation and 
enzyme inactivation.74 Diabetic patients struggle with wound healing due to the prolonged inflammatory period and 
persistent wound infection. Researchers have used the anti-infective properties of silver to develop several silver- 
containing protein-based NPs. For instance, ε-Polylysine is a natural peptide with superior insolubility in water, 
outstanding biocompatibility, and infection-fighting behavior. Dai et al designed a simple and novel ε-polylysine 
/AgNPs nanocomposite (EPL-g-butyl@AgNPs) in which alkylated ε-polylysine acted as a bacterial affinity ligand to 
modify the AgNPs, and its bactericidal effects were achieved by attaching it to the bacterial structure, irreversibly 
breaking the bacterial membrane of the surface and inhibiting protein activity.75 Moreover, Konop et al used an insoluble 
fur keratin-derived powder containing AgNPs (FKDP-AgNPs) to accelerate diabetic wound healing.76 Insulin is most 
commonly used clinically to lower blood glucose and is one of the most common treatments. Kaur et al combined insulin 
and AgNPs (IAgNPs), which exhibited significant healing activity in vitro and in vivo compared to the experimental 
control group. The mechanism involved promoting wound remodeling by regulating the relationship between positive 
inflammatory factors (IL-6, TNFα) and negative inflammatory factors (IL-10).77 Thus, these protein-based silver- 
containing nanoparticles not only have antibacterial effects but also exert anti-inflammatory properties.

Not only are there protein-loaded silver nanoparticles, but researchers have also developed several silver-containing 
hydrogel dressings. The ideal dressings, in addition to their biocompatibility and antimicrobial properties, also provide 
a moist wound environment to help remove wound exudate and promote tissue regeneration.78 HGs are one of the most 
commonly used scaffolds because they offer many unique advantages at the wound site, such as zero irritation, the ability 
to adhere to cells, hemostatic properties, and moisturizing effects. One of the most attractive irritation-responsive HGs, 
which has different properties and states depending on the external environment (eg, temperature, enzymes, oxygen), can 
very easily achieve drug-only release at the wound site.19 Considering the good biodegradability and biocompatibility of 
CS, Choudhary et al prepared a CS/calcium alginate nanoparticle (Ca-AlgNP)/AgNP HG to release calcium ions to 
activate platelets, accelerate hemostasis, and solve the problem of the poor vascular supply and bacterial infection in 
diabetic wounds.79 To achieve the controlled release of silver at the wound site, Masood et al prepared a CS-polyethylene 
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glycol (PEG)-silver nitrate-based HG. The results showed that the AgNP-loaded CS-PEG/HG not only had a higher 
porosity but the swellability and water vapor transition rate (WVTR) were better than those of bare CS-PEG and showed 
enhanced antibacterial and antioxidant properties, which contributed to wound healing.80 In addition, Shi et al synthe-
sized an antifouling hybrid HG from maleic acid-grafted dextrose and thiosemicarbazone, which not only prevented 
wound adhesion and provided a slow and sustained Ag+ release to exert antibacterial properties but also modulated the 
immune response, inhibited inflammation, and accelerated wound healing.81 Furthermore, in wound healing studies, 
researchers have combined HGs with various GFs and cytokines to identify breakthroughs.82 Lee et al synthesized an 
innovative CS-based composite HG (SNPECHG) that not only had a continuous supply of silver ions (Ag+) but also 
a sustainable release of nanoparticle-encapsulated EGF, ensuring stable antibacterial and cell growth-promoting 
performance.82 In addition, there is a superimposed multifunctional nano silver hydrogel. For instance, nimesulide 
(NIM), an anti-inflammatory drug, was programmed to be released in an inflammatory acidic environment. With these 
properties, Wang et al cross-linked 3-carboxy-phenylboronic acid (BA), a boronic acid-containing molecule with the 
ability to alter pH and ROS sensitivity, to the gelatin molecular backbone by attaching it to PVA (polyvinyl alcohol) and 
successfully synthesized inflammation-responsive drug-loaded HGs containing vancomycin silver nanoclusters (VAN- 
AgNCs) and pH-sensitive micelles carrying nimesulide (MIC@NIM). Among these, the combination of AgNPs and the 
multidrug-resistant drug vancomycin formed a hybrid antibacterial system with significant anti-inflammatory and 
antibacterial effects19 (Figure 7). In conclusion, HG dressings are a suitable platform for loading antioxidants, anti-
microbial agents, growth factors, and biomolecules.83

Figure 7 Diagrams displaying the formation of NIM-loaded micelles, VAN-AgNCs, hydrogels, and mechanisms of accelerating wound healing.19 

Notes: Reproduced from Wang Y, Wu Y, Long L, et al. Inflammation-responsive drug-loaded hydrogels with sequential hemostasis, antibacterial, and anti-inflammatory 
behavior for chronically infected diabetic wound treatment. ACS Appl Mater Interfaces. 2021;13(28):33584–33599. Copyright © 2021, American Chemical Society.19
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However, since the currently used silver-containing wound dressings cannot control the dosage of silver, they tend to 
release too much silver, which may be toxic to cells. Therefore, Guthrie et al used a polyelectrolyte multilayer (PEM) 
attachment technique to load silver onto a proton exchange membrane to release a certain amount of silver to the wound 
site, which not only avoided cytotoxicity but also had a bactericidal effect.84 Photobiomodulation (PBM) treats normal 
and diabetic wounds by stimulating cellular processes. To take full advantage of this, Kumar et al studied whether silver 
nanoparticles plus PBM could better promote wound healing.85 Moreover, to reduce the abnormal expression of MMP-2 
and MMP-9 at the mRNA and protein level in the granulation tissue of diabetic patients, Krishnan et al synthesized bio- 
AgNPs from the culture supernatant of B. brevis KN8(2).86 Thus, it is possible to control the appropriate dose of silver 
using certain techniques or means.

Many biomaterials, including cellulose, gelatin, CS, HA, and alginate, have also been widely used in biomedicine 
because of their inherent biocompatibility, biodegradability, mechanical durability, etc. HA, a linear glycosaminoglycan 
polymer, is a major component of the ECM of the skin. It has good hydrophilicity and unique viscoelasticity, so it 
provides a moist environment for the injured tissue and protects the skin surface from injury. Based on this advantage, 
Fouda et al attempted to apply nanocomposites combining HA and AgNPs (HA/AgNPs) to diabetic wounds.87 Based on 
previous experience, Anisha developed a flexible and porous antibacterial sponge composed of CS, HA, and nano silver 
(nAg) (CS–HA/nAg), which provided an optimal environment for wound healing when applied to the affected area.88 

Another of the major obstacles to diabetic wound healing is the impairment of angiogenesis and the high levels of 
proinflammatory cytokines, such as TNF-α and IL-6.89 Singla et al isolated cellulose nanocrystals (CNCs) from 
cucumber leaves using an environmentally friendly method and then immersed AgNPs in a matrix of CNCs.90,91 The 
experimental data demonstrated that the level of inflammatory molecules was significantly lower after the CNC-AgNP 
treatment than in the control group, which not only reduced inflammation at the wound site but also increased the 
expression of collagen and growth factors (FGF, PDGF, and VEGF).90 In summary, combining biomaterials and AgNPs 
are another innovation in treating diabetic wounds.

Gold Nanoparticles
Gold nanoparticles (AuNPs) are distinguished by two major properties: free radical scavenging and antibacterial action. 
Ponnanikajamideen et al prepared green synthetic AuNPs from plant extracts and found them to have free radical 
scavenging activity.92 Moreover, the antimicrobial peptide LL37, which is a natural antibiotic that can be inserted into the 
surface of bacterial cells and subsequently decomposed was demonstrated. To better investigate the bactericidal activity 
of AuNPs, Wang et al pioneered a new genetic delivery system for AuNPs bearing LL37 (AuNPs@LL37).93 In addition 
to these simple AuNPs, there is a more complex type of AuNPs. End products of advanced glycosylation, AGEs, and the 
receptor for AGEs, RAGE, contribute to oxidative stimulation and give rise to abnormal angiogenesis. α-Lipoic acid 
(ALA) is functionally powerful as a well-known purifier of ROS and is a renewable agent for some antioxidants (eg, 
vitamin C). Chen et al mixed AuNPs, epigallocatechin gallate (EGCG), and α-lipoic acid (ALA) (AuEA) and investi-
gated their effect on the expression of RAGE, revealing a restorative effect for diabetic wounds.94 VEGF-A165 is 
a common proangiogenic growth factor that stimulates multiple components during wound healing. Wei et al combined 
AuNPs with VEGF-A165 and (11mercapto-undecyl)-N,N,N-trimethylammonium (11-MTA) cations (where 11-MTA has 
antimicrobial activity and binds to AuNPs via Au-S bonds) to form bifunctional AuNPs (11-MTA/VEGF-AuNPs) that 
promoted antibacterial and angiogenic activities for the treatment of chronic wound infections.95

Copper Nanoparticles
The literature reveals that copper ions (Cu2+) spur angiogenesis and collagen deposition. Metal organic backbones (MOFs, 
also known as HKUST-1) are a class of polymers formed by the interaction of inorganic metal ions and organic ligands. 
Due to their structural characteristics, MOFs are good carriers that store and release Cu2+. Xiao et al added folic acid (a 
vitamin with good biocompatibility) to HKUST-1, slowly releasing Cu2+, which reduced cytotoxicity and boosted cell 
migration in vitro.96 Electrospun membranes have an ECM-like structure, high surface area ratio, and biocompatible 
components that provide mechanical support and biostimulation for cell adhesion, migration, and proliferation.97 Wang et al 
successfully prepared a novel nanocomposite membrane by incorporating Cu2S nanoflowers into biopolymer fibers using an 
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improved electrostatic spinning method. This membrane releases Cu2+, thus stimulating endothelial cell proliferation and 
angiogenesis.98 Moreover, since Cu is an essential micronutrient, it stabilizes the expression of extracellular skin proteins, 
and in this way, Cu2+ is recognized to have excellent antibacterial properties, which greatly minimize wound infection and 
aid in wound healing. To ensure the stable release of Cu2+, BGNC was formed by wrapping Cu with bioactive glass 
nanoparticles (BGNs). Li et al developed a self-healing injectable composite (PABC) HG composed of polyethylene glycol 
diacrylate (PEGDA) to which BGNC and sodium alginate (ALG) were added to assist in the formation of a dynamic 
reticular structure. This innovative PABC HG not only promoted HIF-1α/VEGF expression and collagen matrix deposition 
on target wounds but also effectively regenerated crucial blood vessels and skin tissue.99

Ceria Nanoparticles
It is well known that cerium (Ce), as a rare earth element, possesses antibacterial ability. To overcome the troubles of 
diabetic wound blood flow reconstruction and infection control, Chen et al infused cerium-containing bioactive glass 
(Ce-BG) into a gelatin methacryloyl (GelMA) HG and synthesized a composite HG with good biocompatibility that also 
released Ce4+ to show high antimicrobial activity. GelMA HG loaded with Ce-BG has good moisture retention to avoid 
tearing in the wound.100 Cerium oxide is a material that occurs regularly in nature. The specificity of its nanocrystal 
structure and the flexible shift in valence potential of cerium atoms are properties that give cerium oxide nanoparticles 
(CNPs) the ability to automatically regenerate and scavenge free radicals. CNPs also have anti-inflammatory, anticancer, 
and proangiogenic properties.101 In the presence of ROS, cerium atoms switch reversibly between 3+ and 4+, thereby 
coordinating the balance between oxidative and complimentary enzymes in diabetic trauma.102 Augustine et al intro-
duced CNPs into a biodegradable GelMA HG patches to generate a novel patch loaded with CNPs103 and synthesized 
a new electrospun poly (3-hydroxybutyrate-3-hydroxypentanoate) (PHBV) film containing nCeO2 using electrostatic 
spinning technology,104 which effectively scavenged free radicals, reduced oxidative stress, and promoted cell prolifera-
tion associated with skin healing. Previous studies have shown that decreased microRNA miR-146a expression increases 
the inflammatory response and delays healing in diabetic wounds.102 Currently, CNPs are thought to have peroxidase-like 
and superoxide-like dismutase activities. The penetration of CNPs into wound tissue prevents secondary infection, may 
reduce oxidative damage, and protects regenerating tissues.105 Considering the abovementioned unique functions of 
CNPs, Zgheib and team first coupled miR-146a to CNPs (CNPs-miR146a) and designed the optimal material concentra-
tion to improve the biomechanical properties of healing skin.102 Based on previous experiments, many researchers are 
investigating suitable vectors hoping to efficiently deliver CNPs-miR146a. For instance, Niemiec et al utilized nanosilk 
solutions as a novel delivery system for topical administration, which effectively delivered therapeutic CNPs-miR146a to 
reduce the inflammatory response and excessive oxidative stress at the injury location. This nanoserum solution was 
chosen because it contained sericin, a protein that not only promoted the aggregation of relevant cells and improved the 
diffusion of type I collagen in the relevant cells but also protected the wound edges from unnecessary damage and sped 
up healing.106 Sener et al used a zwitterionic cryogel (a gel formed below the freezing point) biomaterial system loaded 
with CNPs-miR146a to scavenge free radicals from the wound surface and eliminate oxidative stress.107

Rubidium Nanoparticles
Rubidium (Rb) is one of the most abundant trace elements in the human system, and it has been previously reported in 
the literature that Rb+ inhibits/kills Staphylococcus aureus and Pseudomonas aeruginosa through its effect on membrane 
potential. The successful synthesis of Rb calcium alginate hydrogel (Rb/CA-HG) with good homogeneity and integrity 
was achieved. Rb/CA-HG, as a novel therapeutic approach to promote diabetic wound healing, not only facilitates the 
growth and migration of human umbilical vein endothelial cells (HUVECs), fibroblasts and keratin-forming cells and 
promotes wound angiogenesis, re-epithelialization and collagen deposition compared to controls but also regulates 
nuclear factor (erythroid-derived 2)-like 2 (NRF2)/heme-oxygenase-1 (HO-1) secretion and inhibits oxidative stress in 
traumatic surfaces.108

Silicon Dioxide Nanoparticles
Silicon dioxide (SiO2) is a biomaterial with several unique properties. Porous silica is widely attractive for both in vivo 
and ex vivo applications and has an excellent specific surface area and large pore capacity; thus, it is widely used as 
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a controlled drug carrier.109,110 M1-type macrophages induce an inflammatory response, whereas M2-type macrophages 
suppress the inflammatory response and promote wound repair. Gan et al modified SiO2 NPs with konjac dextran to 
obtain KSiNPs, inhibiting M1 macrophage-mediated long-term inflammation and promoting M1-type to M2-type 
polarization.111 In addition to its ability to mediate inflammatory responses, the porous surface of silicon dioxide is 
a natural carrier for controlled drug release. Previous work revealed that HIF-1α performs a key function in promoting 
wound healing in diabetic mice, as it optimizes epidermal regeneration and recruits endothelial precursors.112 

Dimethoxyglycine (DMOG), a micromolecule and proangiogenic drug, stabilizes HIF-1α and improves the hypoxic 
microenvironment. Mesoporous silica nanoparticles (MSNs) have a high specific surface area and large pore capacity. 
Therefore, to better utilize the function of DMOG, Ren et al developed poly (L-lactic acid) (PLLA) electrospun fibrous 
membranes that contained MSNs loaded with DMOG for the repair of diabetic wounds. DMOG and Si ions can be 
delivered from the nanopores on the fiber membrane.110 Flightless I (Flii) mediates cell migration, contraction, adhesion, 
proliferation, and cytokine production during tissue regeneration by interacting with cytoskeletal components and 
regulating intracellular signaling pathways and cellular transcription. Flii is elevated in human chronic wounds and 
retards the wound repair process. Flii-neutralizing antibodies (FnAbs) reduce Flii activity in vivo. Turner et al used 
suitable porous silica nanoparticles (pSiNPs) to control FnAb release from diabetic wounds. FnAb-loaded pSiNPs 
promote the proliferation and migration of keratin-forming cells.109 Among all the techniques for preparing nanomater-
ials, a sol-gel technique is an effective method, and Goerne et al used this method to develop platinum acetylacetonate- 
encapsulated TiO2-SiO2 (Pt/TiO2–SiO2) nanopowders with improved biocatalytic properties to promote the proliferation 
and migration of keratin-forming cells.113 Whether it is a single or composite porous silica, the pores on the surface of the 
silica can be used to achieve the controlled release of drugs (Table 2).

The Mechanism Underlying the Diabetic Wound Healing of Nanoparticles
In diabetic patients, angiogenesis and cell migration are impaired due to the abnormal release of cytokines, such as EGF, 
CTGF, IGF-1, TNF-α, and IL-6.28 During wound healing, angiogenesis is important for promoting diabetic wounds, and 
a variety of nanocarriers are effective for angiogenesis. For example, multiple GFs (NaCMCh/PLGA-rhEGF,24,25 PLGA- 
VEGF/EGF NPs,10,26 Col-HA-GN nanofibrous membranes,27 AlgSulf/PCL NPs,28 and SDF-1-ELPs) have been 
identified.29 GF treatments not only have multiple active effects, such as re-epithelializing tissue to stimulate wound 
healing26 and tackling restricted matrix deposition,28 but also enhance blood perfusion to induce angiogenesis.24 For 
example, multiple genetically generated molecules (plasmid-PLGA NPs,38 plasmid-PAM-RG4-VEGF,39 and BNH42 

encode GFs or activate a certain gene. In addition to GFs and plasmids that promote angiogenesis, exosomes act on 
wounds in the form of FEP dressings33 and MC-CS HG37 releases exosomes and promotes endothelial cell proliferation, 
migration and angiogenesis. For example, small molecule compounds, such as EV NPs67 and AGNs,72 promote the 
production of GFs and cytokines. In addition, multiple metal NPs, SNPECHG,82 11-MTA/VEGF-AuNPs,95 Cu-MOF 
NPs,96 Cu2S NPs,98 and PABC HG,99 can release metal ions and show potent proangiogenic capacity.

Diabetic wound healing involves several interactions between cells, extracellular matrix, and cytokines, and the most 
significant cause of difficult healing is a long-term chronic infection.82 It is well known that most metal ions have 
antibacterial effects. For example, multiple small molecule compounds, pineapple essential oil-CS,62 and the protamine 
NP/HAO-CaAlg HG,66 exhibit strong antibacterial activity. The multiple metal NPs include EPL-g-butyl@AgNPs,75 

FKDP-AgNPs,76 CS/Ca-AlgNP/AgNP,79 CS-PEG-AgNPs,80 antifouling HG-AgNPs,81 VAN-AgNCs,19 HA-AgNPs,87 

CS-HA-nAg,88 CNCs-AgNPs,90,91 AuNPs@LL37,93 Ce/BG-HG,100 and Rb/CA-HG.108 Silver disrupts the cell mem-
brane of microorganisms, inhibits the formation of enzymes, RNA, and DNA, and eventually leads to bacterial death. 
Therefore, the addition of AgNPs to a material can improve its antibacterial properties and promote wound healing.81 

The antimicrobial peptide LL37 is a natural antibiotic that can be inserted onto the surface of bacterial cells and 
subsequently broken down.93

The pathophysiological mechanisms of diabetes are complex, and diabetic trauma is always in an inflammatory phase, 
associated with an excess of neutrophils and TNFα, the production of more free radicals that increase protease activity, and 
a significant oxidative stress response.63 A prolonged inflammatory phase and increased oxidative stress can be the leading 
contributors to diabetic trauma-related complications. Thus, the use of antioxidants and anti-inflammatory agents can 
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accelerate diabetic wound healing.104 There are some nanoparticles with strong antioxidant capacity on their own. For 
example, multiple small molecule compounds, such as Cur-CS-NPs,50,51 Cur-NP/HG,52 CNPs@GMs/HG,53 SM-PLGA 
nanosuspensions,54 GFs/QCN/oxygen-NE,56 AS-TP@KCNE,57 CS lecithin-melatonin NPs,58 FA NPs,61 deferrioxamine 
NPs,63 edaravone nanocomposite HG,68 diosmin-SA wafers,69 HA-pep-PAMAM,70 and TS-combination ointment71 exhibit 
these properties. These small molecule nanoparticles have anti-inflammatory and antioxidant properties and scavenge 
excessive ROS at the wound site. As previously described, HIF-1α increases the expression of VEGF and SDF-1α, thereby 
promoting cell proliferation and neovascularization and reducing cell death. Additionally, deferoxamine improves the 
activity of HIF-1α.63 For example, multiple genetic molecules, such as BC-HCP/siMMP-9,22 siRNA and β-CD-(D3)7,44 

and siRNA-LPP,45 are involved in these processes. We all know that chronic inflammation of traumatic surfaces is 
associated with the reduced expression of microRNAs. Certain microRNAs, such as those that are key activators of IL-6 
and IL-8, inhibit the proinflammatory signaling pathway.114,115 For example, multiple metal NPs, such as AuNPs,92 Ce-BG 
/GelMA HG,100 CNPs GelMA HG patches,103 nCeO2 PHBV membranes,104 CNPs-miR146a,102,106,107 and KsiNPs111 are 
involved. They scavenge free radicals to reduce inflammation and inhibit the production of many proinflammatory 
cytokines, such as IL-8, IL-6, IL-12, and TNF-α.116,117 (Table 3).

In conclusion, in the future, researchers/scientists who want to research wound healing should aim to explore three 
mechanisms: the promotion of angiogenesis, anti-inflammatory, and antioxidant effects on the wound site, and anti-
bacterial effects. We can note that the effects of promoting angiogenesis, GFs and some cytokines take the lead as 
“effective remedies” to promote wound healing. Secondly, most metal ions have a natural antibacterial ability to control 
wound infection and accelerate healing. Finally, for the inflammatory phase of wound healing, researchers should 
consider natural or synthetic organic substances that can effectively control the inflammatory response of wounds due 
to their anti-inflammatory and antioxidant effects. Furthermore, NPs are easily internalized into the body across 
biological barriers (eg, brain barrier and blood-placental barrier) and their safety depends on their intrinsic properties, 
prompting the need to develop new nanotechnology-based therapeutic approaches for NPs.9 We look forward to seeing 
more treatments that will slowly be applied clinically and alleviate patient suffering.

Table 3 The Mechanism Underlying the Diabetic Wound Healing of Nanoparticles

Mechanisms Classification of 
Nanoparticles

Delivery Carriers References

Promotion of 

angiogenesis

GFs NaCMCh/PLGA NPs, [10,24–26]

Col-HA-GN nanofibrous membrane, AlgSulf/PCL 

NPs, ELPs,

[27–29]

Genetic molecule PLGA NPs, PAM-RG4 [38,39]

Exosomes FEP dressing, MC-CS HG [33,37]

Small molecule 
compounds

EV NPs, [67]

Metal NPs SNPECHG, 11-MTA/VEGF, Biopolymer fibers, BGNs, 

PABC HG

[82,95,96,98,99]

Antibacterial 

action

Small molecule 

compounds

Chitosan, PLGA nanoparticles [62,66]

Metal NPs EPL-g-butyl, FKDP, CS/Ca-AlgNP, CS-PEG, antifouling 

HG, VAN-AgNCs, HA, CS-HA, CNCs, LL37, BG-HG, 

CA-HG

[19,75,76,79–81,87,88,90,91,93,100,108]

Anti-inflammatory 

and antioxidation

Small molecule 

compounds

CS NPs, NP/HG, GMs/HG, PLGA nanosuspensions, 

NE, KCNE, CS, Liposomal nanoparticles, HG, SA 

wafers, HA-pep-PAMAM, ointment

[50–54,56–58,63,68–71]

Genetic molecule BC-HCP, β-CD-[D3]7, LPP [22,44,45]

Metal NPs AuNPs, BG/GelMA HG, GelMA HG patches, PHBV 

film, CNPs, Nanosilk solutions, Zwitterionic cryogel,

[92,100,102–104,106,107]
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Conclusion
The healing process of chronic wounds arising from diabetes is more difficult compared to normal wound healing. The 
complex pathophysiological mechanisms of diabetic wounds, impaired cellular function and cytokine secretion, and 
long-term exposure to the external environment strongly expand the chances of infection, which makes the treatment of 
diabetic wounds not only complex but also challenging. Based on the characteristics of diabetic wounds and tissue repair 
mechanisms, we have classified organic molecular nanoparticles (eg, protein-loaded nanoparticles, exosomes, etc.) and 
inorganic molecular nanoparticles (metals, nonmetals, etc.). Focusing on the mechanisms of the anti-inflammatory, 
antioxidant and antibacterial properties as well as promoting angiogenesis, the role of a high specific surface area, 
diffusivity and adsorption with a better controlled and slow-release function brought by nanoparticles in accelerating 
diabetic wound healing has been discussed based on the good biocompatibility of nanoparticles. Different types of 
nanoparticles have different strengths, weaknesses, and applicability with regard to the wound healing. In conclusion, 
many researchers have attempted to use nanocarriers to deliver drugs that not only take full advantage of the biological 
properties of the nanoparticles to achieve a controlled and slow release of the drug but also help to address the limitations 
of drug applications.

Recently, academic research and clinical trials on wound healing are emerging, and there is a need to understand more 
about the biology of diabetic wounds to prepare multifunctional nanosystems using various techniques for targeted 
therapy to improve healing rates and to try to apply investigated biomaterial nanoparticles in the clinical setting. In the 
long run, the future direction may be to develop novel nanoparticles with multiple effects (including improving hypoxia, 
enhancing angiogenesis, reducing oxidative stress, and controlling infection) that not only act in wound healing at all 
stages of diabetes but also provide a stable physiological environment throughout the wound healing process, thereby 
reducing potential complications and allowing patients to feel better about their treatment. If possible, multiple 
nanoparticles or the combination of nanoparticles with other materials to achieve integrated therapeutic effects while 
ensuring the purity and functionality of nanoparticles. It is essential to further explore how to commercialize the 
investigated nanomaterials and apply them in the clinical field. In the future, these investigations will not only improve 
the rate of diabetic wound healing but also lead to further breakthroughs in the field of nanoparticles.
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